Abstract
Introduction
The sequences technique is the most used time domain method for arterial baroreflex sensitivity (BRS) estimation. It is based in the joint analysis of SBP and RR beat-tobeat spontaneous variability, being the BRS estimated as the slope between SBP and RR values in baroreflex sequences (BS) [1] . For BS identification it is usual to impose several numerical thresholds on SBP and RR series. Such thresholds are usually set to increase the reliability of BS being a baroreflex related segment and, therefore, increase the assurance that the BRS estimate is measuring a real baroreflex effect. However their use may also reduce the ability of providing an individual estimate, particularly if the thresholds values are very restrictive and/or the analyzed subject has poor BRS function (cases associated with few or nonexistent BSs and lower BRS values).
The sequences technique was originally described in cats [1] and has been widely applied unchanged in humans, without the evidence that the thresholds values used in cats are adequate in human BRS studies. Moreover, no consensual opinion about those values is found in the literature [2, 3] . A slight modification in the thresholds values can change the number of BSs and the BRS estimate. Therefore, literature results on BRS may not be comparable in practice and the need to establish reference values is evident. In this work, the effect of changing the thresholds values for baroreflex related segments identification is studied towards the goal of establish reference values.
Time domain BRS estimation
Time domain BRS analysis is based on BSs identification following the BRS estimation as the slope between the corresponding SBP and RR values.
A valid BS k , k =1 , 2, ···,K is a SBP-RR segment with N k ≥N min beats length that satisfies minimum SBP and RR beat-to-beat changes in the same direction (∆ SBP k ≥∆ SBP min and ∆ RR k ≥∆ RR min ) and a minimum SBP-RR correlation value (r k ≥r min ). Table 1 resumes the values imposed in this work for the identification of a valid BS. is higher than the true slope, these thresholds will reject all segments and the BRS can not be quantified. It is also possible that the thresholds identify spurious segments which will lead to higher BRS estimates. These BSs with high slopes are unusual in subjects with low BRS and may not correspond to real baroreflex effects.
The r min threshold value is set to specify for which value the SBP-RR correlation is considered as significant. If r min is high it is expected to find less and shorter BSs. On the contrary, if r min is low a higher number of beats is found at the expense of a higher SBP-RR joint variability.
After BS identification, the BRS can be estimated using the local, global or total approach, as detailed elsewhere [1, 4] . Figure 1 presents an illustrative example of the application of the methods. In the local approach (or Sequences technique), a slope is estimated for each BS and the mean of the slopes is the overall estimator B L,O [1] . In the global approach, a global slope B G,O is estimated by OLS minimization from the SBP and RR values in the set of all BSs, after local mean detrending (respectively, d SBP and d RR ) [4] . In the total approach, a global slope B G,T is estimated by TLS minimization from the SBP and RR values in the set of all BSs, after local mean detrending and outlier BS removal (respectively, d SBP,α and d RR,α ) [4] . 
Results
The effect of changing the thresholds values in BS identification is illustrated with the 46 records of the EuroBaVar dataset [2] . In this study, the variables in table 2 were evaluated in the first 512 beats of each record considering 1 beat lag, i.e., each SBP value is paired with the subsequent RR interval. The variable r quantifies the global SBP-RR correlation, ie, the correlation between the d SBP and d RR variables. High values of r indicate high similarity between the slopes of all identified segments (stationarity on baroreflex sensitivity strength) while low values indicate BRS variation over time. Table 2 as a function of r min . As illustrated in figures 3(a), if ∆ SBP min =1 and ∆ RR min =5 all variables are constant for r min <0.8. The identified segments are the same, meaning that the corresponding x SBP and x RR values present correlation exceeding 0.8. In median, N is approximately 128 of all 512 beats and K is close to 32, so that N/K is lower than 4 beats per segment. The r value is very high probably due to the small N and N/K values. For r min >0.8, N and K decrease so that N/K is kept constant for all r min values. The segments that exhibit lower correlation are rejected for r min >0.8, leading to higher r values. As illustrated in Figures 3(b) , without ∆ SBP min and ∆ RR min thresholds, N decreases and K increases for increasing r min , indicating that the segments tend to be shorter in duration. The r value is close to r min for 0.2<r min <0.8 and around 0.8 for r min >0.8. The BRS estimatesB L,O andB G,O increase with increasing r min . For small values of r min , segments presenting lower x SBP -x RR correlation/slope are identified. When r min increases, these segments are more unlikely to be identified andB G,O tend to be more similar toB G,O obtained when ∆ Figures 3(b) . The N and K values decrease and r increases with increasing r min values. These files present lower N and higher K comparing to the remaining files. The r values are higher than the remaining, probably due to the lower N and N/K. Finally, the correspondinĝ B are lower than the remaining, indicating a poorer BRS function for these cases.
Without enforcing ∆ SBP min and ∆ RR min thresholds, the value of r min =0.8 (traditionally imposed for BSs identification) allows to achieve a trade-off between N and r,asN decreases and r increases for increasing r min .A s shown in Figures 3(b) , r min =0.8 makes available more than 50% of all beats presenting a correlation close to 0.8. min thresholds, the number of beats and identified segments is always higher, at the expense of a slight reduction in the global SBP-RR correlation. Also, BRS quantification is always possible, even for the files without BSs. With the unique setting of r min =0.8 (traditionally imposed for BSs identification) the number of identified beats is higher than 256 out of 512 beats, located in longer segments. Also, there are no substantial changes in the BRS estimates distributions for global/total approach.
4.

Conclusions
In short, time domain BRS estimation is improved by removing ∆ SBP min and ∆ RR min thresholds and setting r min =0.8. 
